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Abstract: Steel rope wires represent the main bearing components of bridges whose long-term
operation depends on loading conditions, corrosion attack, and/or pre-stressing. Corrosion attack
especially can remarkably reduce the effective cross-sectional area, which in turn over-stresses the
wires and redistributes stress to the neighboring wires. The premature collapse of many bridges is very
often caused by wire rupture as a result of their poor corrosion protection. For these reasons, various
processes—such as galvanizing, phosphating, etc.—have been applied to steel wires to increase their
resistance against corrosion. However, these processes can alter the microstructure, especially in
the near-surface regions. The Barkhausen noise technique has been already reported as a suitable
technique for investigating corrosion extent and true pre-stress in the steel rope wires. This study
reports that non-homogeneity of the surface state of wires undergoing different surface treatment
makes it more difficult to assess the true stress state and increase the uncertainty of Barkhausen noise
measurement. Barkhausen noise signals are correlated with metallographic and SEM observations
as well as microhardness measurements. The non-homogeneity of the surface state of wires is also
investigated by the use of chemical mapping and linear chemical analyses.

Keywords: Barkhausen noise; steel wires; galvanizing; phosphating; stress state

1. Introduction

Magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) is a function of the stress state [1], its variation [2] as well as
microstructure of ferromagnetic bodies [3]. MBN refers to the irreversible and discontinuous jumps of
domain walls (DWs) [4] whose sudden displacement, initiated by altering the magnetic field, produces
electromagnetic (as well as acoustic) pulses [5]. These pulses can be detected on the free surface using
a suitable pick-up coil. Their magnitude depends on the DWs’ alignment, the free path of DW motion,
the strength of the magnetic field to unpin DWs, and the capability of the sensing system to distinguish
among the individual pulses. It is well known that DWs align with the direction of tensile stress
and contribute to the increasing magnitude of MBN pulses, thus producing higher MBN emission,
whereas compressive stress aligns DWs in the direction perpendicular to the direction of the stresses,
which in turn decreases MBN [6]. This behavior explains the sensitivity of MBN against the different
magnitudes and regimes of stresses and has been already reported [7]. The MBN technique has been
already introduced as a method capable of assessing the real stress state in steel rope wires [8] and the
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extent of corrosion in the wires as a result of long term operation [9]. Finally, MBN can be adapted for
monitoring wires for over-stressing [10].

Over-stressing can occur as a result of aggressive corrosion attack, the corresponding reduction
of the effective cross-section area and the corresponding increase of true stress. Over-stressing
as a result of heavy corrosion can attain the ultimate strength of components and results in their
rupture. Furthermore, the rupture of certain components in the structure can redistribute stress to the
neighboring regions [11] and accelerate its collapse [12]. Convectional steel wires are usually produced
by drawing in dies, quenching, and subsequent high-temperature tempering to obtain a combination
of high strength and acceptable toughness. To improve the corrosion resistance of steel wires in
operation, these wires can be subjected to further surface treatment such as phosphating, galvanizing,
or a combination of galvanizing and plastic deformation in the die (referred as compacting).

It is well known that alterations in the near-surface layer can contribute to the MBN. For example,
thermal softening of hardened components increases MBN [13], whereas surface mechanical
hardening [14] or/and thermal hardening decreases MBN [15]. Stupakov [16] reported about the
remarkable contribution of the surface de-carburized layer to the MBN whereas Santa-aho [17]
demonstrated a reduction of MBN as a result of the thin layer containing only non-ferromagnetic
nitrides on the surface after plasma nitridation. Čillikova et al. [18] also reported about MBN originating
from hardened components subjected to a coating process and compared samples undergoing different
coating regimes and the corresponding thicknesses of the near-surface non-ferromagnetic layer and
underlying ferromagnetic matrix. Additionally, Seemuang and Slatter [19] adapted the MBN technique
for evaluating the coating thickness of high-speed steel.

This paper deals with the non-homogeneity of MBN emission originating from steel rope wires
subjected to different processing (phosphating, galvanizing, compacting) and compares the obtained
data with conventional wires (quenched and high temperature tempered only). This study also
investigates how the non-homogeneity in the surface state affects relationships among the tensile stress
and MBN parameters extracted from the raw MBN signals.

2. Experimental Details

The experiments were carried out using new wires with a nominal diameter of 5.4 mm (ultimate
strength of 1867 MPa and hardness of 485 ± 12 HV0.2 in the wire center and 500 ± 9 HV0.2 near to the
wire surface—valid for the conventional wires only after quenching and high-temperature tempering).
The nominal chemical composition of the investigated wires is shown in Table 1. The bulk microstructure
of the wires is composed of a ferromagnetic sorbitic–pearlite structure, as Figure 1 illustrates.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the investigated wires (wt %).

Fe C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Cu V Mo

Balance 1.060 0.361 0.408 0.029 0.068 0.128 0.048 0.184 0.005 <0.001

Experiments were carried out on the four different wires as follows (the details about the exact
conditions were kept secret by the manufacturer):

- the conventional one (quenched and high temperature tempered),
- phosphated (Zn phosphated after quenching + high-temperature tempering),
- galvanized (galvanized after quenching + high-temperature tempering),
- compacted (galvanized and subsequently plastically deformed by drawing in a die).

Microhardness (HV0.2) was measured using an Innova Test 400TM (Innovatest, Maastricht,
The Netherlands) tester by applying a 200 g force for 10 s on the longitudinal cuts. Microhardness values
(as well as the standard deviations) were obtained from five repeated measurements. The microhardness
was measured in different positions with respect to the cross-section perimeter of wires. However,
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the most important information for the microhardness and corresponding dislocation density was
obtained from the near-surface measurements due to the limited sensing depth of MBN.

To reveal the microstructure of the wires, all wires were cut using a Struers Secotom 50 (Struers
Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA) in the longitudinal and perpendicular directions. The cut specimens were
hot molded, ground, polished, and etched with 3% Nital for 5 s. The hot-molded specimens were used
for microhardness measurements as well. The macro and microstructure of the samples were observed
using the light microscopes (LM) Olympus SZx16 and Zeiss AxioCam MRc5 (Boston Microscopes, MA,
USA). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out using a Tescan Vega LMU (Tescan, Brno,
Czech Republic) microscope equipped with a Brucker energy dispersive X-ray analyzer.

MBN was analyzed using a RollScan 350 (Stresstech, Jyväskylä, Finland) and MicroScan 600
software (mag. voltage 5 V, mag. frequency 125 Hz, sensor type S1-18-12-01, frequency range of MBN
pulses 30–180 kHz). MBN values were obtained by averaging six MBN bursts (three magnetizing
cycles). MBN refers to the rms (effective) value of the signal. The wires were magnetized along their
axis when the 200 mm long wires were loaded an Instron 5985 (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) device.
Tensile stresses gradually increased in 100 MPa increments up to 1200 MPa. A brief sketch of the sensor
positioning and magnetization can be found in a previous study [9]. The sensor position during the
measurement was fixed using a self-made stand. The force in the interface between the sensor and
wire was kept constant using a spring (further details can be found in [10]).
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Figure 1. Sorbitic–pearlite microstructure—cross-sectional view.

3. Results of Experiments and Their Discussion

3.1. Microhardness, LM, and SEM Observation

Figure 2 shows that the microhardness in the center of the conventional wires is less than that
in the near-surface regions. This behavior is due to the more intensive plastic deformation in the
near-surface region during wires sizing in dies (friction). The phosphated wire exhibits slightly
higher microhardness in the deeper wire regions and remarkable lower microhardness in the thin
near-surface layer. The galvanized wire exhibits higher microhardness in the deeper regions (compared
with the conventional and phosphated wires). However, thermal softening penetrates much deeper.
It is considered that this thermal softening is due to thermal effect during wires’ thermo-chemical
processing. Furthermore, the microhardness profiles for the galvanized and compacted wires are
asymmetrical with respect to the wire diameter. Finally, the compacted wire exhibits the highest
microhardness due to strain hardening during drawing as the last step of the wire processing.
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Figure 2. Evolution of microhardness HV0.2 across the wire diameter.

The asymmetry of the microhardness in the case of galvanized and compacted wires originated
from the surface state non-homogeneity and the corresponding variable thickness of the galvanized
layer, as seen in Figure 3c,d (see also Figures 4 and 5). Missing detail information about the wires
processing makes it difficult to explain why the galvanized layer is distributed non-homogenously
around the wires surface, why the galvanized layer thickness varies from zero (position 1) up to 42 µm
(position 4), see also Figure 4. Figures 4 and 5 also demonstrate that the positions in which zero
galvanized layer is found exhibit notches, as contrasted to the positions with a deposited galvanized
layer (their surface is more or less smooth). These notches can be found on the surface of phosphated
wire as well (see Figure 6) and on the SEM images, such as that illustrated in Figure 7. Zn layer
in the notched positions occurs in the form of localized regions whereas the thick and continuous
Zn layer of variable thickness can be found in the positions 4 (see Figure 7). The depth of notches
strongly varies through the wires periphery. It is considered that the remarkable differences in the
wires’ appearance with respect of their circumference is driven by non-homogenous conditions during
the wires’ thermo-chemical processing. No remarkable differences can be found on metallographic
images for the conventional wire and the surface state in all positions is comparable with that depicted
in Figure 6b. Furthermore, Figures 4 and 5 also illustrate that the galvanizing process initiates surface
decarburizing, which appears white on LM images. This zone corresponds to the thermally softened
region indicated by microhardness measurement. However, plastic deformation of compacted wires
makes the thickness of the galvanized layer more homogenous (as Figure 5 depicts) and produces
wire with a hexagonal profile. Due to the remarkable non-homogeneity in thickness of the galvanized
layer on the wires’ surface, as well as the corresponding depth in which decarburizing takes place,
MBN measurements (as well as the conventional destructive analysis) were carried in four different
positions, as Figure 3 illustrates. In the case of compacted wire (containing six flat regions), only
1, the galvanizing free surface (position 1), was compared with those containing a galvanized layer
(positions 2, 3, and 4).

Chemical mapping (shown in Figures 8–11) shows a Zn rich coating layer of variable thickness,
indicated by green, and an underlying steel matrix. The positions in which zero coating layer was
detected (positions 1) exhibit strongly reduced Zn fraction (see Figures 8 and 9). Zn layer occurs in
the form of localized regions as contrasted against the positions in which thick and continuous Zn
layer can be found. Moreover, linear chemical analysis depicted in Figures 10 and 11 illustrates much
lower Zn content in the near surface regions for the positions in which zero coating layer was detected
(positions 1) as compared with positions 4. The increase of Zn content in positions 1 is gentle and
occurs in the narrow region only.
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Figure 10. Linear chemical analysis of galvanized wire: (a) position 1, (b) position 4.
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Figure 11. Linear chemical analysis of compacted wire: (a) position 1, (b) position 4.

3.2. MBN Measurements

Tensile stresses usually increase MBN as a result of the preferential alignment of DW in the direction
of the exerted load [1]. However, Figure 12 illustrates that MBN decreases progressively (or saturation
can be found for the galvanized and compacted wires at higher stresses). Figure 13 demonstrates that
the preferential orientation of the wire matrix in the direction of their axis is developed and kept in all
wires; the conventional one, as well as the phosphated, galvanized, and compacted. In the case of the
galvanized and compacted wires only, the preferential matrix texture is shadowed by decarburizing in
the near-surface region (white near-surface region). For this reason, for all wires, DWs were already
aligned in the direction of their stress and no additional DW alignment can be initiated by tensile
stresses (all magnetocrystalline energy was fully consumed during wire manufacture).
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Figure 12. MBN versus tensile stress: (a) conventional, (b) phosphated, (c) galvanized, (d) compacted.

Figures 12 and 14 also illustrate more pronounced homogeneity in MBN in unloaded conditions
with respect to the four different positions on the wire surface for the conventional wire compared
with the phosphated one. It is thought that this aspect is driven by the non-homogenous conditions
during wire phosphating in the different regions of the wire surface resulting in a non-homogenous
micro-hardness distribution (see Table 2). Moreover, the variable surface roughness, when the smooth
surface in position 4 is contrasted against the notched one in position 2, also takes a certain role [20].
Increasing height of surface irregularities decrease MBN due to higher demagnetizing fields [20].
However, MBN is lower for positions in which the thick and continuous Zn layer and smoother wire
surface is observed. Therefore, it can be reported that influence of Zn layer (with respect to decreasing
MBN) prevails and contribution of uneven surface is minor. Progressively increasing tensile stresses
remarkably decreases the difference among the different positions in the case of the conventional
and phosphated wires (see Figure 14). It could be expected that the phosphated wire would exhibit
higher MBN due to lower surface microhardness as a result of thermal softening during phosphating.
However, this aspect is compensated by the presence of Zn precipitates in the near-surface phosphated
layer. These precipitates slow down DWs speed of motion and/or reduce DWs free path of displacement,
which in turn reduces the magnitude of MBN pulses and, thus, the entire MBN emission.
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Figure 14. Variation of MBN–∆MBN refers to the difference between the maximum and minimum
value of MBN found in four different positions.

Table 2. Distribution of microhardness HV0.2 in the wire subsurface region.

Wire Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4

Conventional 497 ± 8 489 ± 7 503 ± 10 495 ± 10
Phosphated 455 ± 9 468 ± 8 461 ± 12 455 ± 9
Galvanized 522 ± 11 512 ± 12 505 ± 8 489 ± 13
Compacted 539 ± 13 498 ± 8 514 ± 4 489 ± 6

Wire galvanizing produces a surface non-ferromagnetic layer of variable thickness on the wires.
This layer decrease MBN as a result of superimposing the contributions of some aspects. The first
one is associated with the increasing gap between the sensor and the wire surface, which makes a
weaker magnetic field in the wire. For this reason, some DWs remain unpinned and do not contribute
to the MBN emission. A weaker magnitude of magnetizing field also decreases the speed in which
magnetizing field H alternates in time t, dH/dt, as the force initiating DWs unpinning and affecting
their free path of motion [21]. The second aspect is associated with the attenuation of produced MBN
pulses during their propagation towards the free surface through the protective layer. The intensity of
MBN pulse attenuation grows along with the increasing thickness of the non-ferromagnetic coating on
the ferromagnetic matrix [19]. This background explains why the MBN values for galvanized wire are
below the MBN for the conventional or phosphated wires (see Figure 12c). Only position 1 exhibits
comparable MBN values since this position contains no galvanized layer on the surface (see Figure 4a).
MBN for the galvanized wires in the different positions (especially in the unloaded state) is driven by
the thickness of the protective layer, as Figure 15a indicates (see also Figure 12c,d and Table 3) since
MBN progressively decreases versus layer thickness. Microhardness, in this case, plays no role since
the lower microhardness in the positions with a thicker layer should increase MBN but does not (see
also Table 2). The concept of galvanized wires results in quite remarkable non-homogeneity of MBN,
as Figure 12c demonstrates. This non-homogeneity is driven by the non-homogenous thickness of
the galvanized layer on the wire surface (see Figure 14). However, the concept of compacting makes
the galvanized layer thickness on the surface more homogenous, which in turn contributes to the
lower ∆MBN in the unloaded state. More pronounced differences can be found, especially between
the uncoated and coated positions only (see Figure 15b). It has been already explained that weaker
MBN in the coated positions is driven by the attenuation of MBN pulses propagating toward the free
surface through the coating as well as weaker magnetic field in the ferromagnetic matrix which slows
down DWs motion.
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Figure 15. MBN versus different coating thickness: (a) galvanized, (b) compacted.

Table 3. Thickness of the galvanized layer in micrometers on the surface.

Wire Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4

Galvanized 0 ± 0 5.8 ± 3.5 26.3 ± 7.0 42.3 ± 7.9
Compacted 0 ± 0 35.3 ± 1.2 33.7 ± 6.3 49.7 ± 11.6

Finally, MBN for the compacted wires is higher compared with the galvanized wires only despite
the higher microhardness of the matrix and thicker galvanized layer (see Figure 12c,d). However,
the shape factor plays a role in this case when the sensor magnetizing poles of rounded shape are not in
contact with the circular profile wire (as in the case of the galvanized wire, see Figure 3c). A hexagonal
final shape is obtained for the compacted wire (see Figure 3d). For this reason, the sensor poles are in
contact with the flat surface, which produces more favorable conditions for wire magnetization and
MBN pulse acquisition.

Finally, physical background associated with the evolution of MBN versus tensile stress should
be discussed. Amiri et al. [22] observed that MBN increased at low tensile stresses, attained a
maximum, and then decreased as a result of predominating crystal anisotropy at low stresses, whereas
predominating stress anisotropy at higher stresses results in decreasing MBN. Therefore, the easy axis
is driven by magnetocrystalline anisotropy at lower stresses when DWs turn in the direction of the
magnetic easy axis. However, the new easy axis is controlled by stress at higher tensile stresses [22].
Additionally, Jiles [4] reported that the evolution of MBN is driven by competition between the energy
of magnetocrystalline anisotropy and magnetoelastic energy.

The energy of magnetocrystalline anisotropy, Ea, is a function of magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
as Equation (1) indicates for cubic crystals [23].

Ea = K1(α1
2α2

2 + α2
2α3

2 + α1
2α3

2) + K2(α1
2α2

2α3
2) (1)

where α1, α2, and α3 are the direction cosines of the magnetisation vector with respect to three cube
edges while K1 and K2 represent magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants.

The magnetoelastic energy, Eσ, can be expressed as [23]

Eσ = (−3λscos2ϕ)/2 (2)

whereλs is the isotropic magnetostriction andϕdefines the angle between the direction of magnetization
and the direction of exerted stress σ. Increasing MBN with increasing tensile stresses occurs when the
magnetocrystalline energy is higher than the magnetoelastic energy. As soon as the magnetoelastic
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energy exceeds the magnetocrystalline energy, a decrease in MBN with increasing tensile stress can be
found. Such behavior was also found in a previous study in which the real pre-stress in a steel rope
wire was investigated after long-term operation [8].

Figure 12 demonstrates that MBN gradually decreases with increasing tensile stress only since
the magnetocrystalline energy Ea is fully consumed and MBN evolution is completely driven by the
predominating stress anisotropy produced during drawing when sizing wires in dies (remarkable
texture). Moreover, the wires are stressed during annealing to prevent future possible relaxation of
pre-stress in wires during long-term operation. For this reason, also remarkable, the stress annealing
anisotropy contributes to the aforementioned evolution of MBN versus stresses. The stress annealing
anisotropy can be expressed as [24]

EKu = −Kuσ sin2ϕ (3)

whereϕ denotes the angle between the direction of magnetization and the stress axis and Kuσ represents
the stress-induced anisotropy constant. As Hilzinger and Rodewald [24] reported, the stress-induced
anisotropy Kuσ increases along with the annealing temperature and is proportional to the applied
stress σ during annealing. Stress-induced anisotropy is negative (as in this particular case) when the
tensional stresses create the easy magnetic axis along the stress axis. This process produces wire of
remarkable microstructure and the corresponding magnetic anisotropy when DWs are preferentially
oriented in the longitudinal direction (along the wire axis).

4. Conclusions

The main role of the MBN technique can be viewed as monitoring true pre-stress. It was
demonstrated and explained that low MBN is associated with high pre-stress and vice versa. Figure 12
illustrates the variation of MBN around the wire surface in the unloaded state for the conventional
wire and the more pronounced variation for the phosphated one. However, the variation of MBN
for both wires decreases with increasing tensile stress. The real pre-stress in the steel rope wires is
usually about 1200 MPa and tends to release due to relaxation (when low corrosion extent during
long term operation is considered and the corresponding limited over-stressing). Figure 12 also
illustrates that the conventional and phosphated wires exhibit good sensitivity of MBN versus tensile
stress within the whole range of investigated stresses. On the other hand, this relationship saturates
as soon as tensile stress attains 600 MPa in the case of galvanized and compacted wires. For this
reason, the concept of the conventional and phosphated wires could be found acceptable when the
MBN technique is considered for their pre-stress monitoring. However, the galvanizing increases
the variation of MBN at low tensile stresses and makes it impossible to assess tensile stresses above
600 MPa. The non-homogeneity of the surface state and the corresponding variation of MBN values
at the different positions increases measurement uncertainty and makes it difficult to assess the true
pre-stress in the galvanized wires (since information about the true thickness of the galvanized layer
through which MBN measurement is carried is usually missing in real conditions). To increase the
reliability of the true pre-stress assessment, more repeat measurements must be carried out.
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